12_039: "an amazing amount of walking alone mostly from the metro station to my
kid and his mother's flat in the wealthy part of town but also some exploring and
recording of the run down industrial area where i am now moving and thus
reflecting on this change also quite affected in may thinking by all my academic
readings after a lecture in örebro university in the inland of sweden where i have
also took a long night walk to the city now that i am more independent but also
have far less securities and my future has not really any reference point"
18_037: "much time spent outside in nature mostly walking and thus much wind
experienced aside for some days indoor and yet very mighty wind except for the one
experienced in a small university town in the inland of the country where it was
in fact quite powerful"
03_054: "listening allot of new music like while driving in the car or partying
with friends in a few instances using the internet to play revolutionary songs but
mostly the songs came from a trip on a russian cruise where popular songs from the
last two decades were constantly being played in corridors, waiting halls but also
bathrooms, some songs also were recognized from street musicians like a russian
jazz band playing american hits and two gypsies playing old italian hits"
01_107: "the last period spent united with my family although silence has fallen
between me and my now ex wife thus a paralysis of activities in the apartment
despite I have still kept up with my digital archiving and much walking outside
but also the building of a bed out of a door frame and on one occasion an
excursion out with my kid with lighting of fire and barbecuing, aside from that
back and forth to the university with the many transportation but also a few days
in an other university the inland"
02_108: "a big shift now that after ten years since the very beginning of the
project i have separated from my swedish girl and went to live in the suburbs thus
dreaming several times about my new place, about different girls, potential new
girlfriends but also much time spent commuting and thus several train based dreams
with some fear about the actual suburb where i have moved that has a bad
reputation for immigrant crime, some dreams related to university assignments and
supervisors but also a bit of dreaming about my soon christmas holiday at my
parents and in poland with jacek and some birds related dreams influenced by my
fable writings and at last some influence from my new black room-mate from talking
allot about his motherland gambia"
07_048:

"leaving

sweden

after

a

party

in

the

countryside

where

i

met

the

girlfriend of a guy who used to come to my school in italy and then setting off to
kaliningrad in russia meeting an egyptian guy also going to russia as is swedish
working visa was expiring and then right in russia meeting some art curators one
with romanian roots and the other with german all being relocated by the soviets
to this non-land and then conducting a workshops with teenagers from the eastern
block, a rather nice a diplomatic estonian and a girl from moskow but particularly

a very nice girl from the northern karelia who spent a year in the united states
and was much diplomatic but also much charming taking actor classes"
10_067: "right back from the russian trip now taking walks around the city and the
suburbs where my kid leaves which i am about to leave for an industrial suburb
down south which i also explore particularly when the snow comes and i take
advantage of some beautiful days in which i also walk long distances to save money
and get into some nice landscapes like a winter lake where i used to take my kid"
08_073: "in the old german prussia, now russian kalingrad doing a workshop and
walking quite allot but really find quite little on the sidewalk aside for the
city

center

and

at

night

before

the

matrioska

(old

russian

women

with

a

handkerchief on their head) goes out and sweep the sidewalks, from prussia then
going for a week to my native highland in the alps and picking a bit of trash in
the touristic village to then return to sweden in our new apartment in a well-off
island with really no much trash aside for the one i pick going to visit jacek in
the center of town"
08_074: "still in sweden picking very little trash now that we live in the suburbs
yet picking some when going downtown to rent movies at the library but then also
finding a bit of trash during a boat trip around the baltic in tallin and saint
petersburg and helsinki, this despite the much snow which has really deteriorated
the little i have found"
09_062: "the conflict continues in the middle east and particularly syria although
between the rebels and the dictator's army although the media no longer put much
attention on it, but on other casualties again striking the much hit philippines
but also central america and other minor accidents in third world countries but
particularly a fire in bangladesh killing many hundreds workers"
14_041: "now that i have moved to a new place in the southern suburbs several were
the walks checking out the neighbourhood in minus degrees with frozen landscape
and especially walking down the center of the town by the river, not to mention
some evening walking to buy some grocery in the middle of town and then go to the
station where to visit my kid in the north of stockholm several times a week,
including few weeks with no money and trying to walk as much as possible, avoiding
the public transport and enjoying the polar weather, thus also walking very long
along rivers and bridges to save a few crowns also while carrying presents to my
kid like new skies and shoes, ending up at last in a conference in copenhagen
where i took a pilgrimage to the mermaid crossing the whole town from the central
station and back, then also visiting an art museum in the country and exploring
the shore despite all the rain and humidity and finally with some colombian
friends taking me for a walk to an anarchist island in the city"
18_038: "minus degrees but rather settled weather to which i have been exposed
quite much in my outdoor walking except a day spent at home with a very strong

wind outside bringing a powerful snow storm"
16_042: "a strong setting in of the winter with the first snow turning the
landscape all white and keeping up for several days with eventually a few all blue
days and sunny and minus degrees much reminding me of my native alps despite the
snow being very dry and the weather at times getting warmer but then going back to
something they here call wolf winter from which i took a three days break by
coming to the rainy and far more humid denmark for a conference where the snow has
quickly melted"
07_026: "still unemployed and taking my kid on nice walks by the lake where
occasional clouds comes despite the very nice autumn and some clouds also while
working on my vegetable land at his grandparents' farm, still imagining allot of
flying

birds

as

birds

indeed

in

this

season

are

migrating

away

from

the

approaching winter"
05_037: "the character of this fable is based in venice and her longing for the
mountains is actually my longing to my native alps from which i try to return
after the failed swedish experience with my ex wife, their feminist obsession with
masculinity, the whiteness also increased by the recent snow and the blackness
really much represented by my new black room mate from gambia"
04_032: "rather pure air despite the fact that i am now living in a more
industrial part of town and have in the last month covered big distances on foot
but the cold and nice weather has kept the air rather clean apart for some time
spent in copenhagen with much polluted traffic and people smoking everywhere and
then another period in italy having to walk from the airport to bergamo with quite
a big load of traffic but then again being up the alps and breath pure air
particularly at very high altitudes like over two thousand meters with much thin
air"

